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Section 1: Fiction
1 Great Expectations
By Charles Dickens

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
✪ To distinguish the main ideas in a text.
✪ To explore the presentation of character.
✪ To see how texts fit into their cultural and historical settings.

CONTEXT

p P
 ip reluctantly meets up
with Joe

We receive the
impression that Joe is
probably illiterate as he
has asked Biddy to write
this letter for him.

In what way is the
family’s clear affection
for Pip a contrast to his
opinion about them?

Great Expectations (1861) is the story of Pip, an orphan boy adopted
by his sister and her husband, a kind blacksmith called Joe Gargery.
When Pip is given a large amount of money by an unknown benefactor
(a person who gives money or other help to a person or cause), Pip
becomes proud and snobbish, and he soon turns his back on his humble
origins.
In this extract, Pip has moved to London. A family friend called Biddy
writes Pip a letter, explaining that Joe wants to visit him. Pip doesn’t
want to see Joe, fearing that he will embarrass him in front of his new,
wealthy acquaintances.

‘MY DEAR MR PIP,
I write this by request of Mr. Gargery, for
to let you know that he is going to London
in company with Mr. Wopsle and would be
glad if agreeable to be allowed to see you.
He would call at Barnard’s Hotel Tuesday
morning 9 o’clock, when if not agreeable
please leave word. Your poor sister is much
the same as when you left. We talk of you in
the kitchen every night, and wonder what
you are saying and doing. If now considered
in the light of a liberty, excuse it for the love
of poor old days. No more, dear Mr. Pip, from
Your ever obliged, and affectionate servant,
BIDDY.

Biddy takes a very polite,
almost apologetic tone.
Biddy seems to realise
that Pip may not want to
see Joe.
The repeated use of the
word ‘poor’ presents
Biddy as a kind and
sympathetic person.
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Great Expectations
Joe references a shared
joke from their past. It
is an attempt to reignite
Pip’s affection for him and
to remember the good old
days they shared.
Biddy is sensitive to Joe’s
feelings here. She hasn’t
read him the part of the
letter that almost begs
Pip to see him.
These words are a
striking contrast to the
affectionate language
Biddy used.

Pip at least realises that
he shouldn’t care what
Drummle thinks.

A local furniture shop
has pages of orders for
Pip’s new furniture.

Pip thinks Herbert
wouldn’t have been
so helpful if he had
someone like Joe coming
to visit him. Pip seems
intent to see the worst in
everybody.

P.S. He wishes me most particular to write what
larks. He says you will understand. I hope and do
not doubt it will be agreeable to see him even though
a gentleman, for you had ever a good heart, and
he is a worthy, worthy man. I have read him all
excepting only the last little sentence, and he wishes
me most particular to write again what larks.’
I received this letter by the post on Monday morning,
and therefore its appointment was for next day. Let me
confess exactly with what feelings I looked forward to
Joe’s coming.
Not with pleasure, though I was bound to him by so
many ties; no; with considerable disturbance, some
mortification, and a keen sense of incongruity. If I
could have kept him away by paying money, I certainly
would have paid money. My greatest reassurance
was that he was coming to Barnard’s Inn, not to
Hammersmith, and consequently would not fall in Bentley
Drummle’s way. I had little objection to his being seen by
Herbert or his father, for both of whom I had a respect;
but I had the sharpest sensitiveness as to his being
seen by Drummle, whom I held in contempt. So,
throughout life, our worst weaknesses and meannesses
are usually committed for the sake of the people
whom we most despise.
I had begun to be always decorating the chambers
in some quite unnecessary and inappropriate way or
other, and very expensive those … proved to be. By this
time, the rooms were vastly different from what I had
found them, and I enjoyed the honour of occupying a
few prominent pages in the books of a neighbouring
upholsterer. I had got on so fast of late, that I had
even started a boy in boots …. For, after I had made
the monster (out of the refuse of my washerwoman’s
family), and had clothed him with a blue coat, canary
waistcoat, white cravat, creamy breeches, and the boots
already mentioned, I had to find him a little to do and
a great deal to eat; and with both of those horrible
requirements he haunted my existence.
This avenging phantom was ordered to be on duty
at eight on Tuesday morning in the hall (it was two
feet square, as charged for floorcloth), and Herbert
suggested certain things for breakfast that he thought
Joe would like. While I felt sincerely obliged to him for
being so interested and considerate, I had an odd halfprovoked sense of suspicion upon me, that if Joe had
been coming to see him, he wouldn’t have been quite
so brisk about it.

There was a strict
nineteenth-century class
system. Now he is a
gentleman, Pip would
not have to work and
would be unlikely to
associate with those of
lower rank.

Pip thinks that Joe
doesn’t fit in to his new
life in London.
Drummle and Pip do not
get on but Pip doesn’t
want Drummle to see
Joe because Pip would
be embarrassed. This
reveals Pip to be an
unkind snob.

Pip seems to resent his
servant boy but still
keeps him there because
it makes Pip look rich.
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Fiction

GLOSSARY
A liberty: taking advantage
Poor old days: our childhoods
Servant: friend (in this sense)
Larks: fun
Mortification: embarrassment
Incongruity: not fitting in
In contempt: with hatred
Chambers: rooms
Fast: well

SKILLS FOCUS
Started a boy in boots: employed
a boy and paid for his clothes
Cravat: a tailored necktie
Breeches: short trousers
fastened beneath the knee
Avenging phantom: revengeful
person – Pip is referring to his
servant boy here
Brisk: overly helpful

✔ To recognise implicit and
explicit ideas.
✔ To consider how Dickens’
choice of language affects our
opinion of the characters.
✔ To explore how mood and
atmosphere are created.

LOOK CLOSER
1 Summarise the information in Biddy’s letter in five main points.
2 What kind of a character does Biddy seem to be? Make a list of adjectives to describe her.
3 What do we learn about Pip in this extract? Copy and complete the table below.
Own ideas

Evidence from the text

His response to the letter
His flat
His attitude to his friends
His attitude to his servant boy
4 What kind of a character does Joe seem to be? Re-read Biddy’s letter and think about:
✪ the fact that Joe has had to ask someone else to write his letter
✪ how Joe often talks about Pip
✪ the fact that Joe isn’t travelling to London alone
✪ the fact that Joe’s wife (Pip’s sister) appears to be unwell
✪ the apologetic tone of the letter
✪ the content of the letter’s postscript (‘P.S.’).
5 Re-read Pip’s reaction to the letter. Make a list of any words or phrases that help to create an
uncomfortable, unpleasant mood.
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Great Expectations

NOW TRY THIS
11 Imagine that you are Pip. Write a diary entry where you express your feelings about Joe’s coming
visit. You could start with the following:

London, 1833
Dear Diary,
Early this morning, I learned that Joe is to visit me as soon as tomorrow!
22 Use the picture below as the starting point for a leaflet called How to Be a Gentleman. Use both the
extract and information from the internet to find ideas of what a nineteenth-century gentleman
should be.

FAST FINISHERS
Write a short guide to modern manners. You could consider ideas such as behaviour on public
transport and in the street, the use of mobile phones in company, social media etiquette, listening to
loud music, disposing of your rubbish, vaping in public places and appropriate clothing for different
situations.
33 In pairs or small groups, write a script of the meeting between Pip and Joe. Refer to the text to
remind yourself of how they will probably behave in each other’s presence. You may also wish to
include roles for the servant boy and for Pip’s friend, Herbert. Be ready to perform your script to
the class.

FAST FINISHERS
The extract is taken from Chapter 27 of Great Expectations. Find a copy of the chapter online or in
school. Read it to find out how the meeting actually turns out, then add a final section to your script
that uses some of Dickens’ language from this meeting.

PRACTICE QUESTION
Read Biddy’s letter to Pip again. Choose four statements below which
are true.
✪ Copy out the ones that you think are true.
✪ Choose a maximum of four true statements.
[4 marks]
A Biddy is writing this letter for Mr Wopsle.
o
B Joe Gargery is travelling alone.
o
C Pip must leave a message if he doesn’t want to meet Joe.
o
D Biddy thinks that Joe is taking advantage of Pip.
o
E Pip’s sister’s condition is largely unchanged.
o
F Biddy realises that Pip might not want to meet Joe.
o
G Biddy has respect for Joe.
o
H Joe is now a gentleman.
o

p A
 n illustration of a Victorian
gentleman
9
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